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1. Module Information 

Subject: Complementos para la Formación Disciplinar de la Especialidad 
de Lengua Inglesa 
Complements for the Disciplinary Training of the English Language 

Module: Subject / Foreign Language Teacher  

Type of module: Elective subject 

ECTS: 6 ECTS  

Course: MA in Secondary Education 

 Term: 2nd term 

Department: Education and Sport 

Teacher: Jordi Tordera 
jtordera@florida-uni.es  
Office D.2.1. Ext. 407 
Office hours: check Florida Oberta 
Always by appointment 

Module leader Jordi Tordera 

Language English 

 
 

2. Description and general objectives 

This course seeks to provide the student with an overview of the history and 
epistemology of the teaching of English as a foreign language. It also aims to 
deepen in the formative and cultural value of this language and its didactics, and, 
consequently, in its implications for social and cultural construction, and in its value 
and application in everyday situations. These issues are dealt with from the current 
European trends and approaches, which contemplate the transversality in the 
teaching and learning of the foreign language. The course introduces the student to 
the legal framework in which the profession of Secondary Education teacher is 
inscribed through the treatment of the curriculum of this educational stage, delving 
into its implications at a general level in different areas. The course also addresses 
the profession of foreign language teacher in Secondary Education, taking into 
account the applied professional ethics. 
 

3. Specific pre-requisites 

 Students are required to prove their competence in English in a standard of 
CERF Level B2 or higher.  Previous knowledge or qualifications in English Studies, 
Communication or Humanities are also needed. 
 
 

 

mailto:jtordera@florida-uni.es
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4. Competences 

COMPETENCIAS  TRANSVERSALES 

G1. Comprensión e integración 

G2. Aplicación y pensamiento práctico 

G3. Análisis y resolución de problemas 

G4. Innovación, creatividad y emprendimiento 

G5. Diseño y proyecto 

G6. Trabajo en equipo y liderazgo 

G7. Responsabilidad ética, medioambiental y profesional 

G8. Comunicación efectiva 

G9. Pensamiento crítico 

G10. Conocimiento de problemas contemporáneos 

G11. Aprendizaje permanente  

G12. Planificación y gestión del tiempo 

G13. Instrumental específica 

 

 

COMPETENCES  

BASIC & GENERAL 

GC1. Know how to apply acquired knowledge and be able to solve problems 
in new or unfamiliar environments within broader (or multidisciplinary) 
contexts related to their area of study. 

GC2. Be able to integrate knowledge and face the complexity of formulating 
judgments based on information that, being incomplete or limited, includes 
reflections on the social and ethical responsibilities linked to the application 
of their knowledge and judgments. 

GC3. Know how to communicate their conclusions and the knowledge and 
ultimate reasons that support them to specialized and non-specialized 
audiences in a clear and unambiguous way. 

GC4. Possess the learning skills that will enable them to continue studying in 
a way that will be largely self-directed or autonomous. 

SPECIFIC COMPETENCES 

 SC1. Know the curricular contents of the subjects related to the 
corresponding teaching specialization, as well as the body of didactic 
knowledge regarding the respective teaching and learning processes. For 
professional training, knowledge of the respective professions will be 
included.  

SC2. Plan, develop and evaluate the teaching and learning process, 
promoting educational processes that facilitate the acquisition of the 
competencies of the respective teachings, taking into account the level and 
previous training of the students, as well as the orientation of these, both 
individually and in collaboration with other teachers and professionals of the 
center.  
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SC3. Search, obtain, process and communicate information (oral, printed, 
audiovisual, digital or multimedia), transform it into knowledge and apply it in 
the teaching and learning processes in the subjects of the specialization 
studied.  

SC4. Specify the curriculum to be implemented in an educational center, 
participating in its collective planning; develop and apply didactic 
methodologies, both group and personalized, adapted to the diversity of 
students.  

SC5. Design and develop learning spaces with special attention to equity, 
emotional education and values, equal rights and opportunities between men 
and women, citizenship training and respect for human rights that facilitate 
life in society, decision making and the construction of a sustainable future.  

SC6. Acquire strategies to stimulate student effort and promote their ability to 
learn by themselves and with others, and develop thinking and decision-
making skills that facilitate autonomy, confidence and personal initiative.  

SC7. Know the processes of interaction and communication in the classroom, 
master skills and social skills necessary to promote learning and coexistence 
in the classroom, and address problems of discipline and conflict resolution.  

SC8. Design and carry out formal and non-formal activities that contribute to 
make the center a place of participation and culture in the environment where 
it is located; develop the functions of tutoring and guidance of students of the 
corresponding stage or area, in a collaborative and coordinated manner; 
participate in the evaluation, research and innovation of teaching and learning 
processes.  

SC9. Know the regulations and institutional organization of the educational 
system and models of quality improvement with application to schools.  

SC10. Know and analyze the historical characteristics of the teaching 
profession, its current situation, perspectives and interrelation with the social 
reality of each era.  

SC11. Inform and advise families about the teaching and learning process 
and about the personal, academic and professional orientation of their 
children.  

SC12. Acquire the knowledge and strategies to be able to program the areas, 
subjects and modules they have been assigned.  

 

5. Learning Outcomes 

Learning Outcomes Competences 

LO1. To identify and describe different 
methods, approaches and techniques aimed 
at teaching English as a foreign language in 
secondary education. 

G1, G2, G4, G5, G9, G10, 
G11; GC1, GC2, GC3, GC5, 
GC6, GC7, GC8, GC9, GC10; 
SC1, SC2, SC3, SC4. 

LO2. To get to know the regulations and the 
curriculum of secondary and upper-
secondary education, and vocational training 
in the Valencian territory. 

G1, G3, G4, G5, G9, G10, 
G11; GC1, GC3, GC4, GC5, 
GC6, GC7, GC8, GC9, GC10; 
SC1, SC2, SC3, SC4. 
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LO3. To design and plan sessions or 
teaching units selecting the appropriate 
materials and resources according to the 
different teaching methods. 

G1, G2, G4, G5, G9, G10, 
G11; GC1, GC2, GC3, GC5, 
GC6, GC7, GC8, GC9, GC10; 
SC1, SC2, SC3, SC4, SC5, 
SC6, SC7, SC8. 

LO4. To be aware of one's own learning 
processes and own knowledge in order to 
make it available be transferred to their future 
students.  

G1, G2, G4, G5, G9, G10, 
G11; GC1, GC2, GC3, GC5, 
GC6, GC7, GC8, GC9, GC10; 
SC1, SC2, SC3, SC4, SC5, 
SC6, SC7, SC8. 

LO5. To use different digital tools for learning 
languages as well as planning life-long 
learning activities in teacher education. 

G1, G2, G4, G5, G9, G10, 
G11; GC1, GC2, GC3, GC5, 
GC6, GC8, GC9, GC10; SC1, 
SC2, SC3, SC4, SC5, SC6, 
SC7, SC8. 

 

 

6. Activities and methodology 

 The students’ workload in this particular subject is equivalent to 25 hours per 
credit. According to this amount, the workload is 400 hours in total; distributed as 
follows: 
 

1. In-class activities (60 hours): 
 
Classes are designed to focus on a learning by doing approach. The activities are 
arranged in four different ICT-related experiences, nevertheless, students should 
also expect theoretical classes in which the basic contents of the main topics will be 
covered, reflected upon and put into practice.  
There will also be seminars on issues such as digital tools, managing exchanges or 
organisational issues in a secondary school.  
The coursework includes three different ICT-related projects in which students will 
develop their teaching skills. The assignments include research processes, 
presentations and discussions on their learning process.  
The guidance and materials necessary for the development of these activities will 
be provided to students either during the classes or uploaded on Florida Oberta.  
 
 
 

2. Self-study activities (40 hours) 
 

The model of the teacher as researcher in the classroom focuses the student 
individual activity in the asking of relevant questions and the search, analysis, 
processing and later conveying of information. In this sense, cooperative teamwork 
will be promoted. These projects will be oriented, supervised and assessed by the 
teacher. 
As stated above, the workload is split into the following activities, and these are the 
approximate percentages of each kind: 
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. 
 

IN-CLASS ACTIVITIES 

Teaching Model Methodology % 

Theoretical 
Lectures 

Brief glance on course contents, debates, 
problem-solving and activity setting. 

10% 

Practical 
Lectures 

Analysing and composing texts on 
language learning and language 
teaching. Carrying out activities 
connecting theoretical contents with 
practical sessions. 

20% 

SEMINARS / 
WORKSHOPS  

Class sessions by different experts on 
specific topics to have a wider 
perspective on ELT or educational issues 
related to teaching in Secondary 
education. 

20% 

TEAM WORK 
Students will take part in four cooperative 
projects. 

50% 

Total (40% of the whole subject hours) 100% 

 

 

SELF-STUDY ACTIVITIES 

Teaching model Methodology % 

TEAM WORK 

Doing research on the contents. 
Developing criteria to find out the most 
suitable teaching method with regard to 
the educational setting. 

70% 

INDIVIDUAL 
WORK 

Students’ own work and study. 30% 

Total (60% of the whole subject hours) 100% 

 

7. Syllabus 

 

1. The use of ICT in the English classroom. 

2. WebQuests. 

3. Teaching English in Secondary Education.  

4. CLIL in Secondary Education.  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Coursework Digital Tools Section Time 

Creating a session using 
ICT 

Use of different ICT Section 1 1 (4.5 hours) 

Creating a WebQuest 
Use of WebQuest 
creator. 

Section 2 1 (4.5 hours) 

Creating an English 
session in the Secondary 
context 

Implementation of the 
different 
methodologies 
learned. 

Sections 3 1 (4.5 hours) 

Teaching a content subject 
through the CLIL approach 

Implementation of the 
CLIL methodology 

Sections 4 2 (9 hours) 

 

8. Assessment 

 

 

Assessment Methods 

Assignments  Percentage 

MA's Seminars (IW) 
 

15% 

Project 1. Planning a session with ICTs 
 

20-25% 

Project 2. Creating a WebQuest 
 

20-25% 

Project 3. Connecting the ICTs with class activities 
through different methodologies 
 

10% 

Project 4. Designing a CLIL session through ICTs 30% 

 

Grading   
 

IMPORTANT NOTICE ABOUT PLAGIARISM  
Plagiarism is the deliberate and significant insertion in your own work of material 
from someone else, for instance, a published source such as a book or article, or 
another student’s piece of work, without stating the extent or source or quoting in 
inverted commas.  
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Should any instance of plagiarism spotted, the student/s would have to resit the 
subject. 

 
The final mark of this module will depend mostly on the degree of involvement of 
the students in class, particularly in seminars, projects and virtual exchanges. 
Participation is mostly welcome since it is essential in order to develop the specific 
competences and improve your proficiency in the language.  
  
Students will be assessed based on continuous evaluation. If a student fails to 
attend a minimum of 80% of complete (from the beginning to the end) lectures. 
Students can compensate by attending the observation sessions in different 
contexts: secondary, vocational training and language school. 
  
Assignments will have to be uploaded on Florida Oberta and failing to meet the 
deadline will mean a fail in that particular procedure. 
  
IMPORTANT! Students who maybe absent from those classes in which theoretical 
tests are held will NOT be able to take them in other moment.  
  
The students’ final marks will be obtained from mean of all the assignments no 
matter if any of them is below 5. 
  
Students will be given the chance to obtain UP TO 1 extra point to add to their final 
mark if they are available to act as mediators in the virtual exchange between Florida 
Universitària and any other university. 
 
Summer Resit  
Students who should take the resit examination will have to face a written and an 
oral exam. The written part will stand for 80% of the final mark and the oral part the 
20%. 
 

9. Students in Special Situations 

 Attendance is compulsory. Nevertheless, all those students who cannot 
attend lectures should let the teacher know in advance. Students will be assessed 
based on continuous evaluation. If a student fails to attend a minimum of 80% of 
lectures, and s/he can justify with a contract or illness report, s/he will have to contact 
the teacher before October in order to arrange a plan.  
If the student does not contact the teacher or does attend classes, s/he will have to 
take a test about all the contents in the course in the first examination the result of 
the test will stand for than 50%. In the second examination, the test will stand for 
100%. 
Students can have tutorials with the teacher via: 

• Email. 
• In-office, by appointment only. 

 
Students in special situations must: 
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• Contact the lecturer/s at the beginning of the term or as soon as 
possible so that they are aware you will not be able to attend the 
course. 

• Carry out all the activities done in classes. 
• Meet the rest of the students outside lectures for teamwork projects. 

 

10. References  

In addition to all the available services of the CRAI-Library, students affiliated to 

the University of Valencia have access to the databases of the library of the 

University of Valencia. In order to access these databases, students will be 

provided with the corresponding passwords at the time of registration from Florida. 

The CRAI-Library, through the training workshops on information sources, will 

explain how to use them, how to connect to them remotely, as well as tips and 

tricks. In any case, any doubt can also be solved individually when trying to use 

them, by dropping by the library or contacting through the e-mail address 

bibliote@florida-uni.es. 

In this link you can see the bibliography of the subject available in the CRAI-

Library: 

https://biblioteca.florida.es/sophia/index.asp?codigo_levantamento=1546 

 

Basic references: 

 

  -  LOMAS, C. OSORO, A. y TUSÓN, A. (1993); Ciencias del lenguaje, 

competencia comunicativa y enseñanza de lenguas. Paidós. Barcelona.  

-  LORENZO BERGILLOS, F. J. (ED.) (2000); Didáctica del inglés para 

profesores de educación secundaria. MAD. Madrid.   

-  NUSSBAUM, L. et al. (2001); Didáctica de las lenguas extranjeras en la 

Educación Secundaria Obligatoria. Síntesis. Madrid.   

- PACHLER, N., EVANS, M., REDONDO, A., FISHER, L. (2013), Learning to 

Teach Foreign Languages in the Secondary School. Routledge. New York. 

- RICHARDS, J., RODGERS, T. (2014); Approaches and Methods in 

Language Teaching (Third Edition). Cambridge University Press. Cambridge.  
 

Complementary references: 

 

- GONZÁLEZ NIETO, L. (2001); Teoría lingüística y enseñanza de la lengua. 

Lingüística para profesores. Cátedra. Madrid. 

- GONZÁLEZ PIÑEIRO, M., GUILLÉN DÍAZ, C., VEZ, J. (2014); Didáctica de las 

lenguas modernas. Competencia plurilingüe e intercultural. Editorial Síntesis. 

Madrid. 

mailto:bibliote@florida-uni.es
https://biblioteca.florida.es/sophia/index.asp?codigo_levantamento=1546
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Laws and regulations 

 
DECRETO 112/2007, de 20 de julio del Consejo, por el cual se establece el 
currículum de la Educació Secundària Obligatòria en la Comunidad Valenciana 
(DOCV 24/07/2007).  
 
DECRETO 102/2008, de 11 de julio del Consejo, por el cual se establece el 
currículum del Bachillerato en la Comunitat Valenciana. (DOCV 15/07/2008). 
 
ORDEN de 14 diciembre de 2007, de la Conselleria de Educación, sobre evaluación 
en Educación Secundaria Obligatoria DOCV 21/12/2007). 
 
ORDEN de 24 de noviembre de 2008, de la Conselleria de Educación, sobre 
evaluación en Bachillerato en la Comunitat Valenciana (DOCV 15/12/2008). 
 

ORDEN de 17 de junio de 2009, de la Conselleria de Educación, por la cual se 
regulan las materias optativas en el bachillerato (DOCV 07/07/2009). 
 
LLEI 4/2018, de 21 de febrer, per la qual es regula i promou el plurilingüisme en el 
sistema educatiu valencià. Generalitat Valenciana.  
 

11. Specific regulations 

 

 Being PUNCTUAL will be most appreciated.  

 Students MUST bring to class all the necessary resources. 

 Students may well use their mobile phones, tablets and laptops in class but 

only when told to do so by the teacher. 

 

12. Office hours 

 

Office hours are designed to be a time when students can come to a teacher to ask 

questions, get additional help or turn in/pick up work from absences. Office hours 

 provide a tool for teaching student’s responsibility, accountability and 

independent  learning. Due to the Covid-19 situation, the attention to students and 

tuition will be developed online. Students are kindly requested to set an 

appointment via email before contacting via TEAMS. The following tools will 

be used: 
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 Email: Lecturers must be contacted through this mean preferentially. Before 

contacting him via Teams, students are requested to send him an email.  

 Florida Oberta: Resources, materials and fora are to be used. Project 

assignment will be submitted via this Moodle-based VLE.  

 Microsoft Teams: synchronous and asynchronous tuition will take place via 

this tool. No messages will be answered unless the student has emailed the 

lecturer previously. 

 

Students will be able to gain access to Florida Oberta only by using Florida’s 

email address and this will be the valid mean to contact the lecturer and any 

other member of staff.  

 


